Full genomic characterization of California serogroup viruses, genus Orthobunyavirus, family Peribunyaviridae including phylogenetic relationships.
Thorough molecular characterization of reference viruses supports the detection of emerging human pathogens as well as studies of evolutionary relationships. However, full characterization of the tripartite RNA genomes of many viruses of the clinically important family Peribunyaviridae remains incomplete, making it difficult to identify emerging strains. Here, we report the full genome sequences of nine viruses belonging to the California serogroup and describe multi-segment analyses of these and previously published California serogroup strain data to determine the role of segment reassortment in the evolution of this serogroup. Phylogenetic trees from the small, medium, and large segments suggest long term, independent evolution of the majority of strains. However, trees from each segment were not entirely congruent and evidence of reassortment among some strains is presented. Of unique interest, the L segment phylogeny reveals divergent branching patterns for encephalitic versus non-encephalitic viruses in both major clades of the California serogroup.